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Introduction
The Beauty Manifesto by Nell Leyshon was originally commissioned for National 
Theatre Connections. The play is set in a dystopian future of extreme physical 
conformity, where teenagers celebrate their sixteenth birthdays with cosmetic 
surgery. This scheme is aimed at Year 9 students and aims to introduce students 
to a play in a similar way to how they might approach a set text at GCSE.

Written exercises and homework tasks are suggested that build and develop 
students’ ability to write about how drama can be interpreted practically. In 
today’s selfie-obsessed culture, the play’s themes resonate strongly with 
teenagers, making this an ideal bridging text between KS3 and GCSE.

Learning objectives
During this scheme students will be exploring how to interpret key extracts from 
the play practically. By the end of this scheme they should:

 f Have developed their understanding of how to develop characterisation
 f Have developed their ability to work in groups and successfully stage key 
extracts

 f Have developed their ability to work with scripts, including applying actions 
to a text

 f Have used a variety of rehearsal techniques to interpret character, themes 
and plot

 f Have explored a range of themes in the text, both practically and through 
discussion

 f Have developed their understanding of theatre design and how these elements 
communicate meaning to an audience

 f Have developed their ability to describe their own practical work in writing.

Lesson 1: Introducing the themes of the play
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to work collaboratively with others in discussion
 f To identify the key themes and issues in the play and how they reflect concerns 
in contemporary society.

In this first lesson, it is important that teachers create a safe environment in 
which discussions about beauty, body image and peer pressure can be 
entered into.

Opinion continuum
An ‘opinion continuum’ gives students an active way to consider and express 
their opinions, listen to others, and to begin discussing the themes and issues 
explored in the play. Before beginning this exercise it is essential to establish 
some ground rules for whole class discussion:

 f Respect each other’s contributions and opinions
 f Take turns in speaking and don’t talk over people
 f Be open to changing your mind.

Set up your space so that there is room for a continuous line, real or imagined, 
going from one end of the room to the other. Explain that one end of the line 
represents total agreement, and the other total disagreement. You are going 
to read out a number of statements and students should place themselves 
physically along the line, depending on whether they agree or disagree with 
what is read out. Stress that there are no right or wrong answers to any of the 
statements.

The 2011 National Theatre Connections 
anthology is published by Methuen 
Drama (ISBN: 978-1-408-13179-4).

This recent article from The Guardian 
is a good prompt for discussion: 
https://www.theguardian.com/
lifeandstyle/2019/jan/23/faking-it-how-
selfie-dysmorphia-is-driving-people-to-
seek-surgery

I have also used this video to discuss 
how unrealistic ideals of beauty are 
presented in the media: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=iYhCn0jf46U

Antony Taylor worked as an actor for 
ten years before re-training as a drama 
teacher. He is currently Head of Drama 
at Chadwell Heath Academy in Essex, 
where he has taught since 2005.
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When you read out each statement, ask students to choose a place to stand 

on the line. Encourage students to question each other about why they have 
chosen their positions and allow them enough time to negotiate their places with 
each other.

Ask some students to say why they have selected their position. After the class 
has listened to several people, give students the opportunity to change their 
position in light of the arguments they have heard.

You are welcome to devise your own statements related to the themes of the 
play, but listed below are the ones I have used successfully. The first statement is 
really an ‘ice-breaker’ to introduce the activity in a light-hearted way:
1. Cats are preferable to dogs.
2. Social media has a negative impact on young people’s self-esteem and 

happiness.
3. The media promotes an unhealthy ideal body image.
4. There is more pressure on women than men to look a certain way.
5. Having cosmetic surgery is fine if it makes you feel better about yourself.

Introducing the play
At the end of this activity, explain that many of the issues raised in the discussion 
are explored in The Beauty Manifesto. Give students a brief introduction to the play:

 f The characters live in a world of extreme physical conformity, where teenagers 
mark their sixteenth birthdays by undergoing cosmetic surgery. In the context 
of the play, having the surgery is not a law but a strong social pressure.

 f The manifesto referred to in the title is a statement of beliefs published by ‘The 
Company’ who run the cosmetic surgery clinics. The characters are expected to 
be able to recite the lines of the manifesto by heart.

 f In the play we meet The Ambassadors, teenagers selected to promote the 
ideas and values of the manifesto to their friends – in effect they are like social 
media influencers. They are also responsible for collecting teenagers and 
bringing them to the clinics.

 f The play is set in the near future.

Mirror exercise
Ask students to work in pairs and imagine that they are standing in front of a 
mirror. One person should be the character looking into the mirror, and the other 
their reflection. Using non-verbal communication they should explore the idea 
of the mirror and consider what the mirror is ‘telling’ the person looking into it. 
Stress that there should be no talking at this stage. Share some of the work and 
discuss what is being communicated.

Regroup the students into groups of three and explain that the third person 
will now speak the thoughts of the character looking into the mirror. Words 
should be chosen carefully and used sparingly. Again, share some of the work and 
reflect on what is being communicated to the audience.

Lesson 2: The world of the play
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f To identify the characteristics of dystopian stories
 f How to work collaboratively with others in practical work
 f How to use an off-text exercise to develop an understanding of the world of 
the play

 f How the playwright establishes the world of the play in the first scene.

Dystopias
Ask students to share their homework findings. A dystopia is an imagined state 
or society in which there is great suffering or injustice, typically it is one that is 
totalitarian or authoritarian. The word derives from the Greek, meaning ‘not a 
good place’. Dystopian societies appear in many artistic works, one of the most 
famous examples being George Orwell’s 1984. Most students will know The Hunger 
Games by Suzanne Collins or Dawn of the Planet of the Apes, in which a deadly virus 
has decimated the human population.

Many fictional societies are presented as utopias when they are in fact 
dystopias, and this is certainly true of The Beauty Manifesto. In the play having the 
surgical procedures is presented as the route to happiness and future success.

These statements are included in the 
Resources at the end of this scheme.

It is worth making sure that your 
students are aware of the difference 
between cosmetic and plastic surgery 
– this is a play about cosmetic surgery. 
Plastic surgery is defined as a surgical 
procedure dedicated to reconstruction 
of facial and body defects due to birth 
disorders, trauma, burns, and disease. 
Cosmetic surgery is elective and is 
undertaken for aesthetic reasons.

Suggested homework
Research the meaning of the word 
‘dystopia’. Come to the lesson with some 
examples of dystopian stories, either 
from books or films.
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Ask your students to imagine that they work for an advertising agency 

employed by ‘The Company’ to produce a short promotional video for the clinics. 
Explain that the target audience is teenagers approaching their sixteenth 
birthday, and the video needs to extol the benefits of the surgery. Students should 
create their ‘video’ to share with the class.

Whole class read through
Start by reading Scene 1 as a class. When reading texts I like to ensure that 
everyone is actively involved, rather than asking specific people to read parts. 
I ask my students to read around the circle, each student taking it in turn to read 
a line of dialogue. To avoid confusion about which character is speaking, I ask 
students to preface the line by stating who is speaking, for example: ‘Jasmine 
says …’.

After reading the scene, ask students to identify all the facts that we know 
about the characters and situation. Then ask them to list all the questions they 
would like to know the answer to. At this point it is worth clarifying the difference 
between ‘The Birthday People’ and ‘The Ambassadors’ who represent the 
company.

Jasmine, the first character to speak, is the Chief Ambassador, and is welcoming 
new recruits to the clinic and explaining their role. Also present in the scene is 
Chloe, her younger sister. Jasmine has already undergone the cosmetic surgery, 
whilst Chloe has not. Discuss how their relationship might affect the playing of 
the scene. Why does Jasmine pull Chloe out of the line? How does Chloe feel at 
this point of the play? How might this be shown practically?

Final reflections
Ask students to conjecture what they think will happen in the play based on what 
they have read so far. In what ways is The Beauty Manifesto a dystopian drama?

Lesson 3: The Ambassadors
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to develop their physical and vocal skills to interpret character
 f How to communicate meaning to an audience
 f How to describe their performance skills in writing.

Start by reading the first part of Scene 2, starting from Sam’s entrance up to where 
he is left alone in the waiting room.

Movement work
Discuss ways in which it could be suggested to the audience that The 
Ambassadors have already been through the transformation process. Clearly, we 
can’t make all the performers look identical but what theatrical devices could be 
used to suggest uniformity?

When I teach this lesson, I have been inspired by the Channel 4 drama series 
Humans. The synthetic humans, or robots, in this series have a very particular way 
of moving and the actors worked extensively with movement director Dan O’Neil 
to ensure all the ‘Synths’ shared a common movement vocabulary. Although The 
Ambassadors in the play are not robots, they are described as moving in a 
‘coordinated and crisp’ manner.

The Synths in Humans employ a very economical and efficient way of moving. 
Ask your students to stand in a neutral position, with their feet in parallel and 
weight evenly balanced between both feet. Encourage them to have very straight 
and upright posture, looking straight ahead with a fixed gaze. Now ask them to 
walk forward maintaining this sense of efficiency. Suggest the movement should 
have an effortless, gliding quality. Spotlight those students who pick up on this 
quality quickly. What effect does it create for the audience? What happens if we 
put them together and ask them to move in unison?

Scene work
Ask students to work in groups of six to stage the start of Scene 2 in which The 
Ambassadors collect Sam and place him in the clinic waiting room. Encourage the 
performers to show a clear difference between The Ambassadors and Sam in 
terms of movement and voice. How could it be suggested to the audience that 
there is a sinister undertone to this scene? Does Sam really have any choice about 
being there? How could this be suggested?

In the supporting materials there are 
some suggested advertising slogans 
that students should try to incorporate 
into their work. For this exercise I have 
shown some examples of real-life 
advertisements for cosmetic surgery.

A word of caution: not all YouTube 
videos on this subject are age 
appropriate. This video is a useful and 
safe example: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=sRlBsx5cRzw

Scene 1: pp. 445–447.

Scene 2: pp. 447–449.

There is an excellent short video 
to watch on YouTube called ‘Inside 
Synth School’ in which actress Emily 
Berrington learns to move like a Synth; 
it’s also a great insight into the work 
of a movement director: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=K7zdQ7Kv70M

Suggested homework
Describe how movement skills were 
used in today’s lesson to portray The 
Ambassadors and the effects created for 
the audience. Try to include some of the 
following key words in your response: 
controlled, efficient, gliding, economical, 
uniform, synchronised, neutral, upright 
posture, expressionless, unnerving.
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Lesson 4: Character work
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to communicate character effectively through their physical and 
vocal skills

 f How to use rehearsal exercises to develop characterisation
 f How to describe their performance skills in writing.

Start by reading the rest of Scene 2, from Silas’s entrance to the end of the scene 
when they lie down to sleep. Discuss the different characters and their attitudes 
towards the surgery and the manifesto. What different viewpoints are presented?

Centres of leading
Although exercises like hot seating can be useful for developing characterisation, 
younger actors often find it difficult to apply their discoveries in performance; 
physicality and voice often remain stubbornly unchanged. Exploring where a 
character’s weight is concentrated and how that affects their centre of gravity can 
be a more fruitful approach.

Ask your students to stand in a circle and explain that one student will cross 
to someone on the opposite side, that person in turn will cross to another student 
and so on. Once this has been established ask the student crossing the circle to 
lead with their nose, after a few crosses change to leading with the chin, then the 
chest, the pelvis, and finally the knees.

Discuss how this exercise could be applied to the characters in the play. What 
would be Silas’s centre of leading? He is very headstrong and impulsive so maybe 
the forehead or chin. Ella is very self-conscious about her appearance and anxious 
about the surgery, perhaps a lower centre of leading would work. Return to the 
exercise of crossing the circle, this time exploring how each of the characters 
might walk across the space.

Physical and vocal characterisation
Working in groups of four, ask students to look again at the short section from 
Scene 2 that starts from the exit of The Ambassadors and ends with the entrance 
of Jasmine and Chloe. Students should allocate the roles of Silas, Sam, Alexis and 
Ella, who have all recently arrived in the clinic.

Ask students to create a series of three still images from the beginning, 
middle and end of this section. Working with images at this stage frees up the 
performers from the script and allows them to concentrate on their performance 
skills. Encourage them to think about how each of the characters might be 
portrayed physically, thinking about posture, movement, body language and facial 
expression. Once these images have been completed ask the students to select 
some key lines of dialogue from the script to add into each image.

Provide students with a copy of the script and ask them to annotate it with 
some descriptive statements about how they are using their physical and vocal 
skills. For example, the actor playing Silas might include: defiant tone, angry facial 
expression, and agitated movement.

Suggested homework
At GCSE level, students are expected to demonstrate a basic understanding of 
design. In Section B of the AQA paper there is a compulsory design question 
worth 4 marks and students can also write about design for the 20 mark question. 
The following task focuses on costume design:

Your task is to design a costume, either for the character of Silas or Jasmine 
(the Chief Ambassador). Use the template provided to sketch your ideas and then 
annotate your design to explain the choices you have made. Think about colour, 
texture, and materials. You could include fabric swatches or pictures you have 
found which have inspired you. How will your design reflect the personality of the 
character? What do you want to communicate to the audience?

Scene 2: pp. 449–455.

Scene 2: pp. 450–452

A costume design template for this task 
can be found in the Resources at the end 
of this scheme.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 5: Chloe and Silas
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to use rehearsal exercises to develop understanding and performance 
skills

 f How spatial relationships onstage communicate meaning
 f How to apply actions to a script
 f How specific physical and vocal choices communicate character intentions.

Start by reading the whole of Scene 4 as class. Discuss what Silas and Chloe’s 
objectives or intentions might be in this scene.

10-word scene
Working in pairs, students should explore the beginning of Scene 3, which 
is a duologue between Silas and Chloe. Their task is to identify the ten most 
important words in this section of text, which will then become the script the pair 
will rehearse with.

Encourage the students to consider how they can use space between them to 
communicate the relationship between the characters. Explain that there will be 
periods of silence between the words and interactions.

This exercise encourages students to think about what is happening onstage 
without the encumbrance of holding a script, and should open up the physical 
possibilities in the scene.

Script work
Explain that plays are made up of a series of actions. In other words, the story is 
made up of things that one character tries to do to another character. This can be 
a complex idea for younger students to understand, but there is no real need to 
understand Stanislavski in any detail at this stage. At a basic level it is enough to 
understand that each line of the text will have at least one action which is 
directed to the character being addressed. Provide each pair with a list of possible 
actions for the duologue they have been working on.

Students should decide which action suits each line. For example, in Silas’s first 
line he might use ‘waken’ and ‘implore’ as his first actions towards Chloe. She 
might respond using the actions ‘silence’ and ‘warn’.

Encourage students to rehearse the extract speaking their action aloud before 
they deliver the line. Watch out for students who don’t commit to the action 
vocally or physically. For example, if the action is ‘belittle’, then a condescending 
or sneering tone of voice will probably be required. After a while, students can go 
back to performing the script using the text only, but they should endeavour to 
retain their chosen intentions both physically and vocally.

Lesson 6: Staging Scene 6
Learning objectives
By the end of the lesson students will have learnt:

 f How to work collaboratively with others to interpret a script
 f How rehearsal exercises can develop understanding and performance skills
 f How movement and spatial relationships communicate character relationships
 f How design elements communicate meaning to an audience.

Read through
If time allows, read through Scene 6 before undertaking the practical exercises. 
Alternatively, go through the synopsis of the scene below. Discuss the 
consequences that Chloe might face for going against her parents’ wishes.

In Scene 6 Chloe has been asked by her sister, Jasmine, to spend the night 
with the birthday people to ‘supervise’ them. Silas is strongly against having 
the procedures done. Prior to this scene he has already spoken to Chloe and 
suggested to her that he knows she shares his concerns, although Chloe has 
denied this. Sam doesn’t seem to know much about the manifesto – his parents 
haven’t really explained it to him. He is having doubts about the surgery and says 
that he is going to try and leave the clinic. Ella seems scared and anxious about 
how painful the surgery will be. She is ‘on the fence’ to begin with and starts 
to agree with Silas as the scene progresses. Alexis is totally in favour of having 
the surgery done and accepts it without question. Hannah, an Ambassador, 
is desperate not to lose her position. She has had a baby who was born when 

Scene 4: pp. 458–462.

Scene 3: pp. 458–459.

In the Resources at the end of this 
scheme you will find a list of possible 
actions that can be applied to this scene.

Suggested homework
Explain how you and your partner 
interacted and used your practical drama 
skills to communicate the relationship 
between Chloe and Silas in today’s 
lesson. You should give examples of how 
you used both your vocal and physical 
skills and use quotes from the script to 
support your response.

Scene 6: pp. 464–473.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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she was underage and has recently been confronted by Jasmine who knows 
her secret.

Pass the baton
Students often find it very difficult to block movement onstage, resulting in 
scenes being very static and lifeless. This exercise encourages them to inject 
motivated movement into their work and to explore spatial relationships.

Working in groups of six, ask students to work on Scene 6 from the point where 
Sam wakes up, to the entrance of Jasmine. Allocate the roles of Chloe, Silas, Sam, 
Ella, Alexis and Hannah.

Introduce an object or baton that can easily be passed between the performers 
and explain that actors can only speak when they are holding it. A whiteboard 
marker will do.

Ask the students to work through the text passing the baton between them 
as each character speaks. Once this has been established, ask the students to 
consider how the baton might be passed. Will it be given or will the next character 
to speak take it?

Instruct the students to run the scene again and experiment with different 
choices. On which lines might be the baton be passed? How many different ways 
can it be passed? When will it be snatched or grabbed? Might it be dismissively 
dropped by one character so that it has to be picked up? Is it possible that a 
character might not want to give up the baton willingly?

Once students have made some interesting choices and they are confident in 
remembering their movements the baton itself can be removed. Students should 
try to retain the movements and interactions they have discovered which should 
result in a staging of the scene which effectively communicates character 
intentions and relationships.

Suggested homework
You are designing a setting for a performance of The Beauty Manifesto which will 
be performed on a proscenium arch stage. The setting must suggest the clinic 
where the action takes place which is described in the play as being, ‘cool and 
antiseptic’. Your design ideas should also take into account that the play is set ‘in 
the near future’. Provide a written explanation of your design (drawings or 
sketches to support your answer can also be included)

Scene 6: pp. 466–469.

This activity could easily run over more 
than one lesson. Given time, students 
could learn the lines and polish a more 
finished performance of the extract.

The BBC Bitesize site has some pages 
on set design which students might 
find useful before attempting this task: 
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/
z39x34j/revision/1

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: Opinion continuum
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Resource 2: Promotional video slogans

 f Remove your imperfections
 f Fulfil your potential
 f Beauty is the way to happiness
 f Everyone has a duty to be beautiful
 f Help make the world a better place
 f A beautiful world for a beautiful future
 f Join the elite
 f Helping you make the right decision
 f Everyone wants to look beautiful
 f A beautiful outside leads to a beautiful inside.
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Resource 3: Costume design template

!
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Resource 4: Actions

Waken Repel Quash Challenge

Oppose Prepare Contradict Hush

Resist Alert Block Inform

Provoke Silence Stop Obstruct

Bait Annoy Rebuff Halt

Belittle Scorn Dare Ridicule

Stop Confront Question Accuse

Convince Implore Teach Quiz

Persuade Assure Defy Provoke

Disregard Block Reject Taunt
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